Abstract-We consider the problem of finding the minimum random networks. number of transmissions in an ad-hoc network for all-to-all broadInstead of starting from a network with a fixed capacity casting using network coding. This work generalizes previous associated with every edge, and calculating the speed of disresults for canonical topologies such as the circle and the wrapation (or so around grid to the finite-sized line, and non-wrap-around grid.
I. INTRODUCTION 
1)
We identify the optimal number of transmissions, with and without use of network coding, for a number of In wireless all-to-all broadcast, each node has a message that canonical topologies, including the line and the general it wants to disseminate to all other nodes in the network, using a square-grid network. gossip algorithm [1] . The figure of merit of these algorithms is 2) We propose schedules and algorithms which achieve in speed of dissemination: how many rounds are required so that practice the minimum number of transmissions found all nodes receive all N messages, with high probability. The analytically in (1). speed of dissemination has been examined both for algorithms 3) We propose a heuristic to solve the optimization problem that employ routing [2] and network coding [3] . More classic in random topologies which has a lower complexity than network coding algorithms are usually concerned with finding the full minimum-cut search.
good codes for networks with given edge capacities, e.g., 4) We evaluate the peformance of our proposed algorithms [4] . Although some papers also look at un-capacitated coding in random networks through simulations, and compare it subgraphs [5] , existing work almost exclusively considers a to that of other schemes proposed in [6] .
single-source multicast session and/or directed graphs.
In this paper, we are interested in a problem that differs from A. AKRUNrNuOE the previously described classical set-up in that: (i) we are inter-A Background ested in information dissemination in a wireless network with In [6] Fragouli et al. evaluated the energy requirements for many sources and a physical layer with broadcast characteristics toroidal topologies assuming a perfect centralized scheduling, (i.e., where each broadcast transmission is successfully received comparing their performance with and without network coding. by all nodes within the transmission radius), (ii) our figure of Consider a network represented as an undirected graph G = merit is the total number of broadcast transmissions required (V, E) with N V V vertices, and a capacity associated with to broadcast all packets throughout the network, as opposed to every node. speed of dissemination.
. Circular Network: in the circular network N nodes are In [6] undirected graph G = (V,E) with V = N the total number
1) The Finite Line Network. In Fig. 1 we show the optiof vertices and EI the total number of edges. A cut of G is a mum capacity allocation that guarantees the minimum number partition of the vertices V into two sets S and S. Let Ns C S Of transmissions for the line with 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 nodes, be the set of nodes whose edges cross the cut. Ci corresponds respectively. The value in each of the nodes is an optimal to the capacity of node i and is equivalent to the number node capacity assignment and the corresponding optimal node's of transmissions that the node i performs until the all-to-all forwarding factor is N' where Cmode is the node's capacity broadcasting has been completed. To find the set of minimum and N the total number of nodes in the topology. Forwarding node capacities that guarantees the flow of information we factors represent the ratio of sent packets to innovative packets define the following optimization problem based on cuts of received. the underlaying graph:
2) The General Line Network: We consider only the case of an odd number of nodes as the analysis of the line with an min E Ci
(1) even number of nodes is a straight-forward extension. In Fig. 2 The number of transmissions without network coding is The node capacity refers to the number of transmissions Tflood = N2 -2N + 2 and with network coding it is performed by the node until the all-to-all broadcasting has Tnc = 3 N _N + 7. The gain TT" of network coding finished, and is equivalent to the maximum capacity of all over flooding attains limN,( ,( ) = 4. Thus, we observe edges connected to the node. The linear optimization problem that in a generic line topology the maximum gain with respect formulated above is clearly a necessary condition to achieve the to flooding offered by network coding is 3. In section 1I we have formulated the problem of every mits a linear combination of the minimum number of transmissions for all-to-all broadcast as last packet it decoded from the left hand neighbor and the last a cost optimization problem with capacity constraints. In this packet it decoded from the right hand neighbor. This coding section we move onto the analysis of canonical topologies such scheme always allows nodes to immediately decode the packets the line and the wrap-around grid.
_~~~~~ (N±3) as the line and the non wrap-around grid. For these canonical they receive. From iteration k 2 and forth, node i we find the minimum number of transmissions (N+1) does not transmit any more because its two neighbors possible to disseminate all the packets in the network when have already decoded all N packets. In general, in iteration eeynode has oepacket to broadcast. Later, we compare the 2 V1 + j wit 0,1 ,, (Nf23) the nodes i such that performance of the optimum capacity allocation with that of (N±1) _j<i<(N±1)+jstpadolthre ingnds previously proposed schemes in [6] .
continue to transmit a linear combination.
The schedule described above ensures that every node reStudying the general suboptimal solution for the odd-size ceives at least one innovative packet per iteration up to a grid we find that depending on the network size there are certain iteration, in which it has decoded everything. Once it two classes of odd-size grid topologies, and for each of them has decoded all the N packets, it needs to transmit once more there exists a different formulation for the optimum number for its neighbors to be able to decode all packets. How fast a of transmissions. A third class is given by the even-size grids, node decodes everything depends certainly on its position in where the ideal number of transmissions cannot be reached the topology. In general, at the end of iteration k every node for symmetric round based schedules (since it is impossible i has decoded all the packets from nodes located at a distance to transmit fractional packets). For all the classes, we have smaller or equal than k hops. Thus, the node in the middle obtained an optimal allocation of capacities and its respective will be always able to decode faster than any other node in the schedule of transmissions. The schemes where tested with our network since it has in average the shortest path to all other network coding simulator and achieve in all cases the analytical nodes. In contrast, a node in the edge always decodes the last results. The 3 grid classes are described below.
as no matter which coding scheme is in use, the packet from . figure 3 . The optimum number of transmissions for the 5x5 of network coding to optimal flooding for a generic grid tends non-wrap-around grid is 217. The gain with respect to optimal to 3 as N increases. This is the largest gain achievable with flooding is: G = T §d 217 4 where 285 is the total network coding in a non-wrap-around grid network, which not
number of transmissions with optimal flooding (based on a suprisingly is the same one obtained for the wrap-around grid connected dominating set).
in [6] . 2) The NxN grid. The minimum number of transmissions for A possible allocation of capacities that attains the optimum the non-wrap-around grid for broadcasting the packet of each number of transmissions for the second-class grid is shown in node can not be lower than the wrap-around case due to the Fig. 4 Fig. 5 is appealing since it allocates the same capacity the wrap-around case and set the capacity N41 in as many (N -1)/4 to most nodes in the network introducing changes nodes as possible. We then adjust the capacities in the border only along the edges, where nodes need to increase their nodes to ensure that every single node receives at least N -1 capacities in order to provide a sufficient number of packets packets. While this solution is suboptimal, the difference to to their neighbors. the optimum solution is small for large networks. A relatively For the third class (even-size grids), the solution is similar to uniform allocation of wireless transmissions is also desirable the suboptimal solution shown in Fig. 5 but with values N and from a network life-time and scheduling efficiency point of (~-1) allocated across the topology in such a way so that the around topologies in [6] do not work well for the general grid.
In the second scheme proposed in [6] , the FF is set to The proof in [6] for toroidal square grids that wrap around To meet the capacity constraint given by Eq. (2) This fulfills the cut constraints for the most limiting cut which subspace available at each node will increase by four, until all includes all nodes in the network except one of the corner nodes have all information. More specifically, let G =(V, F) nodes. Therefore, the number of transmissions performed by with IVI N be an undirected square grid and let Zjj be the our proposed scheme in a grid network is always smaller than subspace spanned by the set of nodes A c V after iteration k. 
In this section, we present a heuristic method to solve d km(Z~) . min(4k + A N) VA c v; Vk (6) the original optimization problem. The algorithm looks at and thus O(N N) cuts to verify the capacity constraints are met, which is considerably less than the complexity of the brute-force
' algorithm with 0(2N) cut constraints. The heuristic works
The proof uses the fact that each set with A < N-4 has a least well for relatively homogeneously networks but might not find four distinct neighboring nodes that can bring new information the optimum solution for clustered distributions of nodes. The in the next iteration. algorithm has been complemented with a feasible schedule It is easy to see that the arguments from the original proof whose effectiveness was verified by attaining in practice the hold for any set A with at least four neighbors. However, in grid optimum number of transmissions in a grid network, obtained networks that do not wrap around, there are four possible types analytically in section III-B2.
of sets of nodes that have less than four distinct neighbors, as A. The Cuts Heuristic shown in Fig. 7 . To use a similar proof technique as in [6] , we have to show that 6 also holds for these sets.
The capacity constraints of the optimization problem we We distinguish between the three sets of nodes: interior nodes want to solve should hold for all the 2N cuts of the under-V1, border nodes V2, and the corner nodes V3. The algorithm for laying graph. The argument used to reduce this complexity is the grid without wrap around proceeds in iterations that have that packets in the network propagate from one node to its two phases, k' and k". In the first phase k', all nodes transmit neighbors, i.e. packets travel hop-by-hop and thus it does not a packet coded over all information received up to the end of make much sense to include in the same cut nodes completely iteration k -1. Then, in the second phase k", all the border disconnected in the topology. Using this observation, we connodes transmit another packet coded over what was received sider only cuts where nodes within the cut are connected. That until the end of the first phase k'. is, two nodes which are more than 2 hops away in distance Sketch ofthe proof: Each border node i C V2 has 3 neighbors will not be included in the same cut, unless there are nodes and after the first phase will have connecting them through a given path which are also part of the cut.
The algorithm starts with a single node (cut of size one) Thus, they need to receive one more innovative packet in the randomly picked. In the next step, the cut size is increased by second phase. In the second phase, each border node will absorbing its 1-hop neighbors into the cut. The same procedure receive two more packets, at least one of which is from another runs until the cut size has reached N -1. Then, the whole neighbor j C V2. Since the set {i, j} has four neighbors, from process is repeated for the other N -1 nodes in the network. Eq. (6) The algorithm looks at O(NVN) cuts for homogenous dim (Z~k' . min(4k + 5, N) distribution of nodes. When we solve our cost optimization and thus the transmission from node j will bring one new problem based only on this set of cuts, we obtain as a solution a information unit to i. Thus, set of capacities per node in the network. To bring this solution to practice, we implemented a very simple schedule based on dim(Zku,) . min(4k + 5, N) (9) transmission rounds in which each node transmits, per round, min(4(k + 1) + 1, N) = dim(Zk+±) (10) a linear combination of all its decoded packets a number of Any corner node i C V3 has two neighbors (both from set times that is proportional to its allocated capacity. V2) and therefore
The algorithm works well for the grid network giving us always an optimum allocation of capacities whose total number dim(Zk,) > min(4k The first cut is the cut with only node i.
The second cut is the cut with node i and its 1-hop neighbors. 3
The third cut is the cut from step 2 and its neighbors in the topology. In this paper we have formulated the problem of the min-
We have tested the same heuristic method in homogeneous imum number of transmissions for all-to-all broadcasting in random topologies with a relatively high node density that a generic ad-hoc network as a linear optimization problem. guarantees a good connectivity among nodes. We have run Extending previous work on the gain of network coding in the heuristic method until every node has decoded all packets. toroidal topologies like the ring and the wrap-around grid, The proposed transmission schedule proved to be feasible by we have analyzed the gain of network coding and obtained attaining the optimum number of transmissions in all cases in the minimum number of transmissions achievable in some which we could compute the optimum by going through all canonical topologies and presented algorithms that achieve the possible cuts (this was possible in networks of up to 25 nodes). optimum number of transmissions in practice.
As there are multiple solutions for the problem it is needless Furthermore, we have proposed a heuristic method that to say that the exact allocation of per-node capacities obtained significantly reduces the complexity of the search for the via the heuristic method does not have to exactly match that of min-cut by looking at cuts with nodes that are topologically the optimum solution which goes through all cuts.
connected. The scheme achieves the minimum number of Figure 8 shows a comparison of our heuristic approach transmissions in the all-to-all broadcast problem for all the with intelligent flooding based on dominating sets and the two analyzed canonical configurations, and performs much better capacity-allocation schemes proposed in [6] in several random than previously proposed schemes. Although it computes only topologies with different sizes. The figure shows the total num-a subset of cuts it proved to be optimum in random graphs of ber of transmissions performed until all nodes have decoded up to 25 nodes, and we believe this observation is valid for all packets, when every node has one packet to broadcast at larger random topologies. The heuristic method is centralized, the beginning. As seen in the figure our solution performs and thus it requires full knowledge of the graph. A major goal much better than all the other schemes, attaining in all cases in our future work is to make a fully distributed version of it. a considerably lower number of transmissions. As previously The proposed scheme works well in homogeneous random mentioned, for network sizes of up to 25 nodes we were able topologies with a relatively high density of nodes. However, to confirm that the result of the proposed heuristic method in random networks with lower density of nodes more sophiscoincides exactly with the optimum number of transmissions, ticated topology-aware schemes that find critical edges -like and we believe this is the case for larger networks as well. bridges between two clusters of nodes -are required. This will Furthermore, we observe that frequently the schemes proposed be another major target in our future work.
in [6] could not decode all packets in every node even for
